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DESIGN-LED 
SUSTAINABILITY
Bespoke design is an art form, which naturally steers 
Woodworks in a creative direction.

This, coupled with our deep-rooted commitment to 
preserving natural resources, means we always endeavour 
to design responsibly. 

Time is our greatest investment. Each of our experts have 
spent years learning their craft, and each Woodworks floor 
or object is slowly and carefully handcrafted from the very 
best responsibly sourced material. 

We push back against the throw-away mentality of modern 
life that can sometimes undermine our ability to leave a legacy. 
Designed to be admired for decades, choosing bespoke goes 
against the grain of unsustainable fast-fashion interiors.

None of our creations are ever designed for single use. 
Every Woodworks project - be it fine-tailored flooring, 
textured wall cladding or even architectural details such as 
treads and risers, reveals and bespoke joinery - is crafted to 
last a lifetime; a long-standing investment that will endure 
for centuries.

Our aim is that our work will form part of a building’s 
architectural heritage for generations to come.

Sustainability is integral to our artistry. All our bespoke 
floors have genuine reclaimed, FSCTM C013040, or PEFC 
credentials included as standard, simply because we believe 
this is the right thing to do.

From carefully sourcing certified timbers from around the 
globe, to slowly air-drying the wood for greater dimensional 
stability and even carefully working the surface of the wood 
by hand to showcase its natural movement, our creative 
process is unrivalled. Nothing is rushed in the creation of a 
lifetime floor.

CREATING THE 
EXTRAORDINARY
We don’t simply curate the extraordinary, we create it.

Honouring our principles of bespoke, sustainability and 
creativity, it is imperative that each Woodworks project 
is original, long-lasting and pays tribute to the beauty 
of wood. 

Reclamation is a key pillar of Woodworks: it’s where we 
started. We are leaders in scouring the globe for interesting, 
unique and enduring old woods and revitalising them. All of 
our reclaimed timber is hand selected by our industry experts, 
whose knowledge is utilised to ensure we use the very best 
material that delivers longevity, durability and character. 

When using reclaimed wood, your vision is brought to life 
collaboratively through expert craftsmanship, exceptional 
quality and remarkable attention to detail. This enduring 
natural material combined with your brief and our expertise, 
will create a bespoke project that carries a unique legacy.

Wood grows in beauty over time. A reclaimed bespoke floor 
will age gracefully and mature further to create a beautiful 
natural patina, being truly one-of-a-kind in both story 
and appearance. 

Careful curation of natural material, a collaborative design 
process and a passion for the wonder of wood, all epitomise 
an extraordinary Woodworks project. 

Start your bespoke journey today.
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At Woodworks we go above and beyond this meaning.

Bespoke is about crafting beyond the ordinary. Our projects 
are not defined by any previous parameters and each is 
designed to push the boundaries of possibility.

Beginning solely with your vision in mind, a Woodworks 
project is a collaborative experience. By combining skilful 
design, years of expertise, and as much imagination and 
flair as your specification allows, we bring to life a creation 
that is inspired by your tastes, adapted to your lifestyle and 
speaks of something that is totally unique to you and 
your clients. 

The beauty of a bespoke design lies in its individuality. 
It’s not simply customisation, it starts from a blank page. 
By working alongside you, we will design, create and deliver 
a handcrafted wood floor or object of innovation that is 
one-of-a-kind. You bring the ideas and we will bring the 
expert craftmanship to mould surfaces that breathe, 
textures that encapsulate history, and the ability to realise 
bespoke pieces of design - all through the wonder of wood.

We invite you to enjoy the journey alongside us; from 
the very best wood restoration team in the world, to our 
incredible artisans who harbour centuries of collective 
knowledge, we make no compromises when it comes to 
your vision.

With that being said, let’s collaborate.

Robert Walsh, Founder

hello@woodworksbytedtodd.com

Be•spoke adj \ bi-’ spok

a: custom-made <a bespoke suit>

b: dealing in or producing custom-made articles

WHAT DOES BESPOKE 
MEAN TO YOU?

Price is what you pay, 
value is what you get. 

Warren Buffett
Investor and Philanthropist
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As responsible designers in 
today’s world we believe that, 

sustainability must be an integral 
part of the design process – 
products should not only be 
environmentally friendly but 

human friendly too.

Bharat Chaudhary
Product Designer, Woodworks
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FSCTM C013040

New York: +1-866-399-1410  |  London: 01925 284 364
Let’s collaborate.

OBJECTS OF INNOVATION
Restaurant Story is a venue where the design is as important as the food. 
Created by Raven  Collective - trend forecasters who deliver thoughtful 
hospitality interiors - the new design for Michelin Star chef, Tom 
Seller’s restaurant, is a triumph of interior design that celebrates craft 
and collaboration. 

For their self-titled ‘Rough Luxe’ concept, Raven Collective selected
our Antique Railway Oak for use in the restaurant’s bespoke cabinetry 
and to create unique objects, like the stunning console table shown 
on our cover. This reclaimed and characterful Woodworks material 
was the perfect choice to contrast with the bright furniture, bold 
décor, sleek marble surfaces and brass fixtures. Like us, Raven 
Collective believe in a collaborative approach to design. 

At Woodworks, we design beyond just fine floors. We also take care of 
the finishing touches - such as architectural detailing - and sourcing the 
perfect antique or reclaimed materials for use in bespoke joinery. 
Our immaculate craftsmanship extends across commercial spaces, 
magical homes and even marine projects.

Restaurant Story: console table featured on either side of the cover, 
featuring Woodworks Antique Railway Oak


